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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

ALYNZ’s Crunch is a company based in Kelantan that sells a product namely

Keropok Cheese Meletop through an online platform which is Facebook Page. Keropok

Cheese Meletop is a product from Fiqa Kitchen and we became an agent. ALYNZ’s Crunch

started the business in the beginning of 1 June 2022 and was registered with the Companies

Commission of Malaysia (SSM) as a partnership under the trade name of ALYNZS Crunch

Enterprise. ALYNZ’s Crunch has also been registered with Go-Ecommerce Malaysia and

Masmed Young Entrepreneur (MyENT) by Alya Faqihah Binti Sirajuddin and Nur Fatin

Nazieyrah Binti Zakaria. We have contributed an amount of RM200 each as the capital to

start-up the business. ALYNZ’s Crunch is ready to offer the best quality and fresh crackers

that are cheesy and also crunchy.

The reason we came up with the idea of Keropok Cheese Meletop as our product is

because it is a suitable product for our target market which is the students. In our

experience, most students, including us, would crave for some snack or cracker to munch

while doing an assignment in the middle of the night. However, students would not buy

something that is expensive and with a little amount because it is not beneficial for them.

Keropok Cheese Meletop is the best choice to satisfy their needs and demands because it

offers an affordable price with a good quantity of Keropok Cheese Meletop.

Other than that, being business owners, we are very picky with the products that we

are going to sell. Before starting all of this, we have done a lot of research on the best quality

of crackers’ ingredients and at the same time it is affordable for students. We went through

numerous reviews to search for the suitable supplier because as students ourselves, we did

not have the time to produce all the crackers ourselves. Luckily, we have found the suitable

supplier and the owners are very helpful and also happily accept us as her agent.

ALYNZ’s Crunch strategy is to always deliver delicious and best quality Keropok

Cheese Meletop. This is to ensure all customers are satisfied with our quality products and

gaining loyalty from customers to keep on going with our business. Keropok Cheese Meletop

also can be delivered for gift purposes. This is because the packaging is already nice and

packed in a tall bottle with delicious Keropok Cheese Meletop that makes it suitable to give it

as a gift to someone special to a customer. Besides, we as an agent of Fiqa Kitchen have

also created a Facebook Page to expand our business through social media because social

media marketing is easier to spread the word about our products. We can learn on how to

post for business products through a teaser post, hard sell and soft sell on the Facebook

Page.
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4.0 INTRODUCTION OF BUSINESS

4.1 NAME AND ADDRESS OF BUSINESS

Logo of ALYNZ’s Crunch.

The name of our business is ALYNZ’s Crunch. It is inspired by the combination of our

names ‘Alya’ and ‘Nazieyrah’. The word crunch was created based on our product which is

Keropok Cheese Meletop where it sounds crunchy when we eat crackers.

Our business is based in Tumpat, Kelantan which is one of the cities in Kelantan. Our

business’s address is located at                                            
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4.2 ORGANISATIONAL CHART

ALYNZ’s Crunch is a partnership business owned by two (2) partners from Kelantan

which are Alya Faqihah Binti Sirajuddin as Co-Founder, Graphic Designer and Editor, and

Nur Fatin Nazieyrah Binti Zakaria as Co-Founder, Writer and Content Creator. We both

manage and operate this business together and share the profits.

ALYNZ’s Crunch Organisational Chart.

4.3 MISSION AND VISION

MISSION

To provide premium quality crackers with an affordable price that will put a smile on the

faces of our customers.

VISION
To make ALYNZ’s Crunch the top choice for healthy snacks in Malaysia and spread the joy

of our cheesy and crunchy products.
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4.4 DESCRIPTIONS OF PRODUCTS

ALYNZ’s Crunch has sold one type of product which is Keropok Cheese Meletop.

Keropok Cheese Meletop is categorised as a daily snack and it is suitable to eat at any time,

especially for students who stay up late in the night to study or complete their assignments.

The ingredients used in our products are of a good quality, which consists of temenung fish,

potato flour, seasoning powder, salt, and cheese powder. Keropok Cheese Meletop usually

homemade by Fiqa Kitchen and are guaranteed to be 100% made by Muslim Bumiputera.

Keropok Cheese Meletop are packaged in tall bottles to ensure it is airtight and easy to store

by customers. Our products are yellowish because they are mixed with cheese powder. Our

products are suitable for all ages such as students, families, and children. Our products can

also be used for desert meals, leisure time, craving or as a gift well. We also provide cash on

delivery (COD) service for customer areas not exceeding 15km radius and postage for

distant customers. We also sell our products with affordable prices and luxurious taste.

Product Details:

★ Name of Product: Keropok Cheese Meletop

★ Price: RM15

★ Ingredients: Temenung fish, potato flour, seasoning powder, salt, and cheese

powder

★ Packaging: In bottles

★ Weight: 800 grams

★ Bottle Height: 16 cm

Packaging Keropok Cheese Meletop in a
bottle.

Keropok Cheese Meletop in Yellowish.
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4.5 PRICE LIST

ALYNZ’s Crunch sells Keropok Cheese Meletop for RM15 a bottle. However, we will

do sales and promotions with combo sets on special occasions, certain seasons or festive

holiday seasons where the price will be different from the original price.

The Normal Price of Keropok Cheese Meletop by ALYNZ’s Crunch.

Items Price

Normal Price RM15 exclude postage

Promotion for New Launch RM10

Special Promo HQ SEM: RM10
SS: RM13

Weekend Promotion RM13

Free Delivery Promo RM15 include postage

Special Offer 1 Bottle - RM14
2 Bottle - RM27
3 Bottle - RM40

Discount up to 30% RM10

Happy Father’s Day Buy 2 bottles. The second bottle is RM7.50.

Friday special promotion RM12

Month-End Promotion RM12

July Sales Promo gift set - RM25
Normal gift set - RM28
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5.0 FACEBOOK (FB)

5.1 CREATING FACEBOOK (FB) PAGE

5.2 CUSTOMISING URL FACEBOOK (FB) PAGE

URL Facebook Page: https://www.facebook.com/alynzscrunch/
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Total Likes of ALYNZ’s Crunch: 141 Likes.
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5.3 FACEBOOK (FB) POST - TEASER

Teaser 1                                                                       Teaser 2
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Teaser 3                                                                      Teaser 4
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Teaser 5                                                                       Teaser 6
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Teaser 7                                                                         Teaser 8
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Teaser 9
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5.4 FACEBOOK (FB) POST - COPYWRITING (HARD SELL)

Hard Sell 1
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Hard Sell 2
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Hard Sell 3
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Hard Sell 4
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Hard Sell 5
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Hard Sell 6
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Hard Sell 7
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Hard Sell 8
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Hard Sell 9
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Hard Sell 10
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Hard Sell 11
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Hard Sell 12
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Hard Sell 13
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Hard Sell 14
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Hard Sell 15
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Hard Sell 16
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Hard Sell 17
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Hard Sell 18
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Hard Sell 19
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Hard Sell 20
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5.5 FACEBOOK (FB) POST - COPYWRITING (SOFT SELL)

Soft Sell 1
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Soft Sell 2
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Soft Sell 3
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Soft Sell 4
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Soft Sell 5
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Soft Sell 6
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Soft Sell 7
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Soft Sell 8
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Soft Sell 9
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Soft Sell 10
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Soft Sell 11
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Soft Sell 12
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Soft Sell 13
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Soft Sell 14
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Soft Sell 15
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Soft Sell 16
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Soft Sell 17
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Soft Sell 18
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Soft Sell 19
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Soft Sell 20
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5.6 SALES REPORT
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This is some of the information of customers who buy Keropok Cheese Meletop from

ALYNZ’s Crunch.

Name: Nik Nur Syhazleen Binti Nik Mohd

Suwardy.

Address: Hadapan Faqihah Industries,

Gunung, 16090 Bachok, Kelantan.

Through COD services and cash payments.

Name: Nurul Afiqah Binti Abdullah.

Address: Lot 497, Kampung Teratak Pulai,

16370 Bachok, Kelantan.

Through COD services and cash payments.

Name: Nur Anis Izzati Binti Mohd Zackimie.

Address: Lot 1682, Kampung Permatang

Pasir, Gunong, 16090 Bachok, Kelantan.

Through COD services and cash payments.

Name: Nurul Aisha Binti Mohammad.

Address: Lot 145, Kampung Telok Jering,

16210 Tumpat, Kelantan.

Through COD services and cash payments.
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6.0 CONCLUSION

In conclusion, we are very grateful to be able to successfully complete this Social

Media Portfolio. Despite the various challenges we faced during completing this portfolio, it

has taught us a lot of how to solve all problems faced and we also have gained a lot of new

experiences, and it has been incredibly helpful for us to be a part of this business. It also

gives us various benefits when participating in this social media business. Prior to that, we

are very thankful for the support and encouragement of the people around us to carry out

this pair assignment. We are hoping that our business will continue to grow smoothly in the

future and make our Keropok Cheese Meletop products find a place in the community.

By completing this Social Media Portfolio, we have realised that the internet,

technology and globalisation have made it easier and more efficient for people nowadays.

People do not have to pay rent or have to set up an actual shop, in order to build a business.

For a small business like us, we can work from home and promote our business product

through social media. There are many platforms to promote our business, and one of the

biggest platforms is through Facebook Page. We can set up our virtual shop on social media

and also promote online. The delivery option is also an ideal way to make people buy our

products. Since customers have the option to buy from home, they can simply browse

through their phone, order online and wait for the parcel to arrive in front of their home.

Using the right technique to promote on social media can bring huge success to our

business, increase the brand’s awareness, and generate a lot of sales.

Last but not least, conducting this social media business gives us a lot of

opportunities to learn and manage a business through online platforms such as creating

Facebook Page as a marketing to promote and distribute our product using the teaser, hard

sell, and soft sell. This subject of Principle of Entrepreneurship (ENT530) helped us to

improve our entrepreneurial skill as well as our communication skill. We are grateful to be

able to learn about copywriting. We learned that a teaser is also important to attract and

develop the curiosity of our potential customers and it will persuade them into buying our

products. In order to make people interested in our product, we need to show an interesting

preview of our product that will make them question and wait for the product’s release.

Besides, we learned that we can also use passive methods of promoting our product

indirectly without mentioning what we are selling. The technique of soft selling can increase

engagement and enhance relationships with potential customers. Lastly, out of all the three

techniques that we have learned, we find hard sell posting the hardest because we need to

be aggressive in order to convince customers to buy our product.
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